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LETTERS 
Rather belatedly, | would like to challenge 

a letter by Andy Selden in RIN #238 suggesting 
that Amtrak stopped releasing ridership figures 
because they were embarrassing. 

Not a month has gone by when we have failed 
to release such figures with the exception of 
occasions when two months were released together 
in the interest of economy. Perhaps Mr. Selden 
failed to get several ridership reports for the 
same reason that the news office here at Amtrak 
got dropped from the distribution list for RIN. 
Such things happen. 

Amtrak is going to a quarterly reporting 
procedure for these data and my office will most 
likely follow suit with my ridership reports. 
Monthly reports will stil] be available to those 
who need this information more often than quar- 
terly. The working press, my largest audience 
for this material, has shown little requirement 
for a report more often than quarterly. 

It was certainly an accurate statement to 
suggest that the transition period for ARROW 
did delay the availability of monthly ridership 
statistics which on a route-by-route breakdown 
normally come available several months behind 
the monthly systemwide estimate. 

| wonder if Nr. Selden, before writing his 
letter, considered giving Amtrak the courtesy of 
calling or writing us and simply asking what the 
problem with the ridership reports was. 

| would like to change the subject and simply 
praise RIN for providing, by far, the most con- 

For reservations and information 
on Amtrak's new overnight 
“Spirit of California” 
and other trains, call: 
(213) 246-4455, (213) 624-017) 
or (800) 648-3850 

This service is financed in part 
through funds made available 
by the State of California. 

STO TAIN NCA 
plete coverage of Amtrak that | have ever seen, and assure its readers that many 

a "Long-Distance train supporter" still works here. We do not feel that corri- 

dor trains and long-distance trains are ae 
market and supports the viability of our overal 

exclusive. Each serves a unique 
systen. How a train supporter 

can only support one aspect of our service | will never understand. 

Keep up the excellent coverage. 
John L. Jacobsen, Director, External Communications 
Antrak, Washington DC 
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ern California; Jack Ferry, Illinois; Adron Hall, Mississippi; Kenneth Maylath, 
Maryland; Peter Roehm, Massachusetts. 

ON THE COVER 
This moody winter scene at Edmonton was taken in a snowstorm recently by Bob 

Rynerson, and shows ex-Canadian National sleeper "Emerald" on the SKEENA at the 

CN Tower station, On the rear cover is another photo of the north entrance of the 

CN Tower station taken on the same occasion, That this large and important Canadian 

city has been cut off from direct east-west rail passenger travel is one of the 

great rail travel tragedies of our tine. 

i AMTRAK BUDGET HEARINGS HELD 

Lawmakers were back from holiday recess late this month, and House and Senate 
hearings on transportation were continuing. On Apr 21 the Senate Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Transportation, chaired by Senator Mark Andrews of North Dakota, 
heard Amtrak President Alan Boyd and FRA (DOT) Administrator Blanchette testify. 

As reported by NARP, there were favorable statements made about the CARDINAL, 
that embattled train that rail supporters have been fighting hard to retain. 
Boyd said of the train, "We have a substantial measure of optimism" that it will 
meet the (Congressionally-mandated) ridership criteria necessary for retention in 
the Amtrak system. Boyd added, "As the situation stands today, we don't anticipate 
any route we operate failing this year." He noted that the Metroliner service and 
the CARDINAL were two bright spots in a ridership picture that has been dimmed by 
the recession. 

The FRA's Blanchette came “as close as ever to endorsing continuation of the 
CARDINAL", according to NARP. He said, "If it meets the statutory criteria, it 
ought to operate." ; 

On the subject of the Los Angeles-San Diego bullet. trains, Boyd told the sub- 
committee that he expects to have all the financing arranged by the end of 1982. 

AMTRAK TAX EXEMPTION QUESTIONED 

The subject of Amtrak's exemption from state and local taxes, voted last year 
by Congress, has arisen again, since it must be renewed or rejected this year 
also. Holding back these taxes saves Amtrak $14 million a year, but some states 
and cities are becoming angry about the loss of revenue, and are lobbying Cong- 
ress to reinstate the taxation. (Beech Grove, Indiana, where Amtrak's car shops 
are located, is an exception to the tax exemption.) At the Apr 21 Senate sub- 
committee hearing, chairman Mark Andrews "strongly" endorsed retaining the tax 
exemption for Amtrak, He said that some communities in his state, North Dakota, 
were upset about the loss of tax revenue, but that he told them that they had 
been warned that this loss was coming. He noted that South Dakota doesn't get any 
Amtrak service at all. But Andrews said that he didn't see "any other way we can 
go", and suggested that if some states insist on collecting taxes, future rail 
cutbacks could be made in them first. New York State reportedly may sue to over- 
turn the tax exemption. One bill, by Congressman Schneider of Rhode Island, is 
designed to eliminate Amtrak's tax exemption, (Conrail has a similar exemption, 
and it saves an estimated $30 million per year from it.) Amtrak's Alan Boyd told 
a Congressional hearing recently that it is counting on keeping the tax exemption 
in calculating its monetary needs for the next fiscal year, and indicated that 
the exemption should be made permanent; as it stands, the temporary nature of the 
exemption means that Amtrak might have to repay taxes at some later time, and 
could be subject to millions in interest and penalties. page 3 



RAIL CANADA 
GREATER SNOW GOOSE: To "satisfy a greater demand for ecological trips*, VIA 

in cooperation with the Societe Linneenne du Quebec, is offering this year to 
nature lovers package trips to the Montmagny area, country of the greater snow 
goose. Tens of thousands of the geese eather in hori and May in the marshes and 
sand bars of the Montmagny archipelago to feed on underground rootlike stems and 
accumulate the energy to continue their journey of about 3000 km to their Arctic 
nesting grounds. On Apr 23, 24, 30 and Nay 1, 7, 8, 14 & 15 the SAINT-LAURENT 
leaves Montreal Central Station for Montaagny. The trip package, including 7- 
hour cruise is $99; from Ottawa, $118 (double suonters 

VIA GETS GOOSED: A VIA sign fell from a CN-owned station in the Maritimes. The 
railway charged VIA $785 to send two men to replace the sign, involving turning 
four screws with a screwdriver. The incident illustrates, observers point out, 
the degree to which VIA is victimized by exaggerated railway costing. 

PHOTO AT RIGHT shows 
the beautiful Palais sta 
tion in Quebec (photo by 
Peter Bretz). As noted 
last issue, the Quebec 
City government stil] 
wants an intermodal stae 

tion there, even tho the 
chance of the federal 
government investing the 
needed funds js slim. 

CITY OF REGINA will 
get an intermodal termin- 
al in the near future. 
VIA and the provincial 
government earlier this 

year agreed to jointly purchase it from CP Rail and develop it. In the finished 
plan, the Regina Union Station will house VIA and the Saskatchewan Transportation 
Company, and hopefully other transportation-rel ated businesses. Restaurant and 
commercial space will be available in the building, which is to be refurbished. 
The total project will cost $10 million, and it will result in the first major 
intermodal transportation center in Canada. 

VIA VICE PRESIDENT Garth Campbell, who has been called the most respected pas- 
senger marketing executive in North America, has resigned. The move was expected, and was hinted at here last issue. Campbell is believed to have resigned because 
of the Tack of support for expanding passenger service on the VIA system. In four years his department raised VIA patronage 40%, but last November the Transporta- tion Ministry hacked off 20% of VIA's services, including some of the most success- ful lines, Garth Campbell goes to Travel Industry Association of Canada--a group that promotes rail and has often intervened at CTC hearings. 

VIA RAIL PRESIDENT Frank Roberts testified before the Senate Committee on Trans- port in Ottawa recently, and it came out that he has been trying unsuccessfully to 
get cost figures from the railways, and it became clear that he had not tried get- 
ting them from the CTC (the way Amtrak did thru the U.S. State Dept. when a similar issue arose between Amtrak and CN over Central Station, Montreal). Soon after, the CTC got a telex from VIA requesting the desired information. 

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE, said Transport 2000, have been turned away by VIA, and many more will be, for trips on the SCEAN from Montreal to the East Coast, since the 
page 4 (continued on page 7) 

WHY AMERICA NEEDS HIGH-SPEED RAIL TRAVEL 

The following is testimony presented to the House Committee on Science 
and Technology on Apr 5 by Robert J. Casey, Executive Director of the 
Ohio Rail Transportation Authority. The testimony concerns House bil] 
H.R. 4028. The presentation has been slightly abridged here. 

America, usually the world leader in 
technology, is virtually an undeveloped 

nation in the technology of moving people by 
high speed rail. Yet this technology is 
nothing less than the key to both economic 
development and the mobility of our people. 

Ten years ago, gasoline sold for 30 cents a 
gallon. Travel by automobile for business 
or pleasure was inexpensive. Indeed 
Americans regarded cheap auto travel almost 
as anatural right. In summer, highways were 
crowded with cars as Americans toured the 
land and introduced their children to the 

wonders of the continent. 

Today, all that is changed. Gasoline sells 
in the neighborhood of $1.05 to $1.35 a 
gallon. People with modest incomes have to 
be very careful about how they use their cars- 
-even if the cars are much smaller and get 
greater mileage than the old gas guzzlers of 
the 1960's and early seventies. 

The situation isn't any better with respect 
to air travel. With deregulation of the 
airlines came diminshed service. Planes are 
crowded and serve fewer markets. Higher fuel 
costs have forced the airlines to boost their 
fares to a shocking degree. Before long, 
only business travelers with expense 
accounts may be able to fly. The cost of air 
travel hits residents of smaller cities even 
harder than those who live in metropolitan 
areas. 

While automobile and air travel 
opportunities have been reduced, the meager 
Amtrak system isn't much help, except in the 
Northeast Corridor. 

All this adds up to significantly less 
mobility for ordinary Americans and an 
uncertain future. Yet a high degree of 
mobility has been a feature of American life 
for generations. It has been a major 
contributor to national prosperity and 
social progress. 

There's little we can do to Improve the 
situation with respect to travel by auto. 
While there is a temporary glut of oil, 
petroleum is a precious commodity. Its price 
will remain high as far into the future as 
we can see. This suggests that the great age 
of the auto has passed. 

Little more can be done with respect to air 
service. The airlines have heavy capital 

expenditures ahead of them as they replace 
the first generation of wide-bodied jets. 
The next generation of commercial aircraft 
will be designed to serve large markets such 
as Chicago, Los Angeles, Atlanta and New 
York, not the smaller cities of America. 

Superimposed on this situation is the 
knowledge that we will need to expand our 
transportation system in the future. 
According to the National Transportation 
Policy Study Commission, we will need to 
almost double the infrastructure by year 

2000. Yet, there is little or no possibility 
of doubling our air facilities and highways 
in the next 18 years. Rail travel is the one 
mode in which (with new technology) 
improvements are possible. 

But precious little is done about it in this 
country. 

Other nations are not putting their travel 

eggs in the petroleum basket. For example: 

1. The Japanese keep expanding their 

famous "bullet train.'' Additionally, 
they are looking to the future In other 
ways. In December of 1979, at the 
Miyazaki Test Track in Southern Japan, 
@ prototype magnetically levitated 
vehicle reached a speed of 323 mph. 

2. At or near the same time a modified 
Shinkansen "Bullet Train'’ reached a 
speed of 197 mph. {It will soon go into 
revenue service. 

3. The French have perfected their TGV 
vehicle between Paris and the South of 
France. It now holds the world speed 
record for trains, having traveled at 
238 mph. 

4. The West Germans are deep into 
research and development of 
magnetically levitated vehicles which 
they hope to market internationally by 
1985. 

5. Many British trains today run at 125 

mph and development continues on the 
Advanced British Passenger Train 
(APT), designed to run at 160 mph. 

6. In Italy and Spain, the tilt-coach 
ETR 401 (called the Pendolino) can run 
at 150 mph. 

Impressive as these overseas developments 

are, what do they mean to the people of 

America? The answer is simple, yet it reaches 
to the very heart of our security, our freedom 
of travel, our future. 

Events of the past few years have proven 
beyond the shadow of a doubt that our present 
transportation system is on a collision 
course with reality. It is a system built 
upon a foundation of dependence on foreign 
oil. A foundation that stakes our security 

page 5 



RAIL CANADA (continued from page 4) 

present single train lacks the capacity two had. This summer, VIA reservations 

for the East will look like a battlefield, because, says T-2000 president Guy 
Chartrand, the corporation "has no money to put on extra cars or a Campbellton 

section." 
THE "PEPIN EXPRESS", the SMT bus service that has received about $2 million 

Amtrak's Alan Boyd, impressed by the 
Japanese Bullet Trains, has taken steps 
to build similar passenger train lines 
in the U.S, The first is planned for 
the Los Angetes-San Diego route (see 
report last issue). Paul Rayton photo. 

on the politics of a distant, turbulent 
region. A foundation that chains our 
mobility to a thin line of tankers stretched 
halfway around the world. A foundation that 
crumbled before our eyes during the 1970's 
and that could vanish altogether in the 
future as petroleum, once so cheap and 
abundant, becomes depleted or denied to 
America through world events. 

Yet there is a solution, as our allies 

throughout the world have proven. so 
dramatically. In fact, outside of North 
America, no developed country has ever 
deserted its railroads. Instead they have 
created dazzling technology and unrivaled 
speed, comfort, safety, and reliability in 
intercity travel. And it is travel that is 
totally independent of petroleum. 

It was in 1825 when Americans first proved 
that an advanced transportation system will 
Prevail economically. 

New York proved it with the Erie Canal, a 
controversial, expensive project that was 

debated up and down the state of New York for 
many years. 

ro Lous 
But as soon as the canal was opened in 1825 
-- after 8 years of construction -- the 
skeptics were converted. Even though only 
the first leg was able to carry traffic, 
people started to travel, many of them people 
who had never thought of going anywhere at 
all until the reality of the canal suddenly 
lay before them. They bought new land, opened 
stores and farms and factories, sank mine 

shafts, built hotels and established schools 
and colleges. All along the route of the 
canal, peaceful, rustic villages began to 
bloom, and several entirely new towns were 
founded simply to take advantage of the 
canal's existance. Schenectady, Amsterdam, 
Utica, Syracuse and Rochester formed a chain 
of industrial and commercial centers that 
helped make New York the "Empire State."' All 
because of "New Technology." 

page 6 

These developments took place because New 
York was the first state in the Union to 
understand the connection between mobility 
and opportunity -- and to do something about 
it by building a modern transportation 
facility. The state began to prosper 
immediately, and so did New York City, as 
immigrants discovered that it offered the 
easiest route into the American heartland. 
As exciting as the Erie Canal was, however, 
it was obsolete within a generation, and New 
York's supremacy was endangered. Railroad 
technology had appeared, and with it the 
possibility that some other Eastern seaport 
-- perhaps Boston or Baltimore or 
Philadelphia -- might push its own 
transportation route into the interior of the 
nation, bypassing the Erie Canal and oust New 
York from its position of leadership. At one 
point a group of Massachusetts investors 
actually tried it. 

But before they could raise enough money, a 
bold New York executive foiled the plot and 
gave his state and city a whole new lease on 
life that would last more than a century. 
"Commodore" Cornelius Vanderbilt sold off 
his shipping fleet and used the proceeds to 
buy up a string of little railroads 
paralleling the Erie Canal. Combining them 
under one management, he connected them at 

Albany to another railroad running down to 
New York City and by the close of the Civil 

War had formed a railroad system that could 
do everything the canal could do -- only 
faster and cheaper. This time the economy 
of New York really took off as Vanderbilt's 
vision and determination sealed Boston's 
fate and made New York into the commercial- 
industrial colossus of the western 
hemisphere. Once again, a victory for "New 
Technology." 

Many American states today are in the same 
position as New York was In the declining 
years of the Erie Canal. They need a new way 
to provide mobility for their people. 

Commodore Vanderbilt, although he was 73 
years old and had been running boats since 
the age of 16, saw the need for new 
technology. (continued on page 19) 

in subsidies to replace the Moncton-Edaundston dayliner, besides costing the pas- 
senger $66 roundtrip fare instead of the $28 on VIA's former service, and taking 
over 7 hours for the trip (compared to 4hrs plus for VIA), is only carrying four 
passengers per run, according to reports. A boycott is being organized which will 

attampt to lower that patronage figure to zero, 
OPPOSITION TO THE present service pattern to Chambord and Senneterre is mount- 

ing--not enough VIA stops--from residents who last year physically blocked trains 
in protest of the Pepin rail passenger cuts. 

kt “Ry 
URBAN-SUBURBAN TRANSIT 

LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH "Red Car" service got a go-ahead on Mar 24 when the 
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission voted unanimously to issue a 
statement of intent to start up the line. The major remaining snag is the SP's 
refusal (where have you heard this before?) to lease some of its land for the 
light rail line. Officials indicate this problem can be solved, however. 

THE CENSUS BUREAU issued its first findings from the 1980 census in late April, 
and among them were the conclusion that 10.62 fewer commuters used public transit 
than they did in 1970. The Bureau said the numbers declined by 721,000 to a total 
of 6,089,000. 

BOSTON TRANSIT sh aes pa snarled es ce ace a Rr a but 
d only one day. The Carmen's Union was protesting the use of part-time 

rivers od valked off the job. About 300 000 people were without their usual tran- 
sportation, and mammoth traffic jams resulted. 

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION js preparing to crack down on drunken drivers. And 
drunken driving was implicated in a post-sortem of a driver whose car stalled in 
the Caldecott Tunnel between Oakland and Orinda CA pe on Apr 7, resulting in a 
blazing inferno that killed 7. A deadheading AC Transit bus swerved to avoid the 
stalled westbound car and struek a gasoline tanker truck which burst into flames. 
With the tunnel closed for several days, BART (whose tunnel parallels the Caldecott) 
was pressed with additional riders, 

FLORIDA DOT OFFICIAL announced Apr 16 that his department had reached a tenta- 
tive agreement with the Seaboard Coast Line to gecanmse 11 miles of right of way 
between downtown Clearwater and the Long Bayou Bridge in St, Petersburg for a 
price of $4.7 million, The line is planned for light rail transit service. Another 
spoeate of 10 miles to bring the line into downtown St, Petersburg will be looked 
at later. 

THE "STRAPHANGERS CAMPAIGN" in New York City had a second annual meeting on Apr 
18, and denounced the city's transit problems. Bad equipment, higher fares, and 
the controversial Westway highway project were the main targets of criticisa. 

THE WESTWAY PROJECT was the subject of an op-ed page article in the NY Times of 
Apr 20. Sydney H. Schanberg argued against the controversial highway, which would 
cost about $1 billion per mile. In other NYC news, a toll increase on the city's 

tunnels and bridges on Apr 19 created mammoth traffic jams. 

THE "EL CAMINO", Baxter Ward's domed train that was once used on the SAN DIEGAN 

route, is under pressure to be sold off. Los Angeles county supervisor Mike Anton- 

h th i to find a buyer for the equipment, now out of use. 
Racin. state DOT has an agrooacnt te may prevent sale of the bare 

pa 
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T 
THE PANIC BOX 

he following is a summary of major unusual occurrences on the Amtrak system 
during the last two weeks of February (Feb 14-28), Data of Feb 19 are missing, 

(NOTE: Number in parentheses after train no. is date train left city of origin) 

DATE 
2-14 

2014 
2-15 
2-15 
2-16 

2-16 

2-17 

2-18 

DERAILMENTS AND OTHER ACCIDENTS 

TRAIN DETAILS 
CAPITOL LIMITED: 7:30pm Chessie freight derailment Rockwood PAs #441( 14) 
turned at Cumberland, 440(14) turned at Pittsburgh, psgrs bused between. 
CARDINAL: 4:30pm #50(14) hit 1982 Toyota outside Richmond IN; "© injury 67°, 
PIONEER: UP freight derail at Oxman OR (MP 360), blocked #26( 15), 205" delay. 
STARLIGHT: #11(15) hit trespasser at Eugene OR, delayed 36". 
SOUTHWEST LTD: ATSF freight derail't, Lawrence KS; #3(16) & #4(15) detoured 
Kansas City-Emporia and vice versa. 
SF ZEPHYR: #6(16) detoured Elburz-Deeth NV on SP due to WP freight derail't 
30 miles east of Elko; delayed 22". 
EMPIRE BUILDER: 9am BN freight derail't at White Earth ND, 72mis west of 
Minot. #7(16) had left Minot on time; train backed to Minot (ar 9:57am) and 
held there; no viable detour available. Train delayed 522"; track open 7:30 
pm; #7 delayed 53" more passing the scene; #8(16) delayed 40" passing scene. 
Equipment of #27(16) turns at Portland to become #28(18), and as result of 
the delay, #28(18) will run with only one coach Portland-Spokane; at Spokane 
#7(16) will set out a lounge and sleeper which will go to #0(18). #27(16) 
will run Spokane-Portland with one coach. Food service on both 27(16) and 
28(18) will be panic boxes. At Portland, 7 psgrs on 27(16) missed connect- 
ions for train 11(18); of these, 6 were housed overnight and 1 took a bus. 
CRESCENT: At 6:45am #20(17), with engines 255 & 259 and 11 cars, derailed 
engine 255 and first car (baggage car 1244), due to a mud slide, 23.7 miles 
south of Charlottesville VA. Rear portion of train pulled back to Arlington 
VA & 149 psgrs bused north to Washington (2 buses ar Wash. 3:47pm, third at 
4:40pm). Psars for north of Wash. and east of Phila. were put on #60. Main 
line reopened 4:40pm. All equip't of #20 except engine 255 deadheaded to 
Wash, at restricted speed (left 6pm, ar Wash. 10:33pm). #19(19) will run New 
York-Wash. with a 7-car makeup train and psgrs will transfer at Wash, to the 
regular equipment for #19. 
CARDINAL: C&O freight derail't at K.C. Jct, OH; #51(19) detoured, losing 49". 
STARLIGHT & SPIRIT: SP freight derail't at San Lucas CA caused #11, 14, 15 & 
18 to be terminated, with buses between trainsets. 
CAPITOL LTD: 11:15pm C&O freight derailed at Turkey Foot WV; #440(20) detours 
Pittsburgh-Wash. via Phila., combined with #40(20) as far as Phila., missing 
stops at Connellsville, Cumberland, Martinsburg, Harpers Ferry & Rockville. 
ILLINOIS ZEPHYR: #347 terminated at Augusta IL due to BN frt derail E of Quincy 
EMPIRE BUILDER: 8:15pm BN frt derail at Naylor WA; #7(19) terminated Spokane, 
69 psgrs transferred to #27; #8(20) terminated Wenatchee & 180 psgrs & 12 crew 
bused to Spokane for makeup train #8(20) using equip't off terminated #7(19). 
Equip't of terminated #8 at Wenatchee went to Seattle as #7(19), making stops 
at Everett and Edmonds. 
LAKE CITIES: #352, engine 360 & 4 cars, hit debris 4 miles west of Battle 
Creek MI, delayed 103". 
EAGLE: #21(22) detoured on ATSF Chicago-Joliet due to ICG frt derail't at 
Corwith IL; ANN RUTLEDGE #304 delayed 50" by freight congestion. 
EMPIRE BUILDER: BN frt derail't, hit rock slide 3:30pm; #7(22) turned at 
Whitefish MT, #8(23) turned at Spokane, psors bused between trainsets. 

Q 

2-23 

DATE TRAIN 

2-15 

2-15 
2-16 
2-16 

2-16 

2-17 
2-11 
2-17 

2-20 
2-20 

2021 
2-21 
2-22 

2922 
2022 

SILVER METEOR: 8:45pm SCL frt derailed just S of Pembroke NC; #87(23) and 88 
(23) detoured Pembroke-Dillon via Florence. Track restored Spm 2-24. #90(24) 
detoured Dillon SC-Petersburg VA, and was delayed further when SCL frt derail 
at Rawlings VA at 4pm (track opened 6:05pm. #90 was 3'58" late leaving Peters- 
burg, and an on-time section of #90(24) ran Wash-NY. One bus for #90's missed 
stops between Fayetteville NC & Petersburg continued on to Wash. when #90 was 
delayed by second derailment; psgrs off this bus made connection to #188 at 
Wash, #90(24) from Florida terminated at Wash. and 50 psors transferred to 
#66(24) Washs-NY. #81(24) delayed 55" by derail't at Rawlings. 
#180 (engine 931 & 9 cars) hit trespasser north of Landover Tower; delayed 
39"; 7 other Amtrak trains delayed from 2 to 20°. 
WOLVERINE: #350 hit car at Jackson MI station; no injury; delayed 20". 
LAKE SHORE: 9:15am, #49(24) (engines 348, 232 & 13 at at 66aph hit county 
salt truck 6 miles east of Toledo; driver killed, 6 psgrs and 2 crew injured. 
Engine 348 had $100,000 damage--nose pushed back into cab. (CR engine 6324 
substituted. Train continued after 88" delay at scene and 14" at Toledo. One 
bus ran Toledo-Detroit with 12 psars to connect with #353(25). 
LAKE CITIES: #353(25) (engine 313, 4 cars) hit trespasser just west of Kala- 
mazoo Ml; train delayed 38", 
CARDINAL: 10:02pm Chessie frt derail at Rush Run WV, #50(26) turned at 
Charlestown WV, #51(26) turned at Hinton WV, psgrs bused between trainsets. 
#50 left 355" late, #51 left 152" late. 
SILVER METEOR: #87(26) hit car one mile south of Sanford FL; no injury; 22". 
CRESCENT: #19(26) (engines 272, 257 & 11 cars) at 9:30am hit a tow truck that 
was towing a pickup truck just north of Tallapoosa GA; no injury; 30" delay. 
At 10:40am, same train hit 1980 Corvette south of Anniston AL; slight injury 
to car driver; delayed 40°. 

DELAYS OUE TO OTHER CAUSES 
TIME & LOCATION DELAY DETAILS 

#75(15) was Amfleet equip't due to holiday crush, couldn't turn at Schenec- 
tady, & terminated at Albany; 13 psgrs taxied to Albany-Schenectady; no 
equip't for #484(15), so annulled train and 8 psors taxied. 
#353 delayed 76" by mechanical probs with engine 302. 
#365 delayed 188" by mechanical probs with engine 327. 
#41(16) detoured on Conrail Bayard Branch Rochester PA-Fairhope OH, when 2 
CR freights delayed by mechanical probs (57*). 
Nudslide 1.7 miles W of Martinez CA: #18(15) backed one mile and ran on west- 
bound main, 53" delay; #708(16) 25" waiting for #18. 
Mudslide 9am on UP, MP 529.75, 33 miles west of Nampa ID; delay #25(15) 50". 
#8 iB delayed 99" St. Croix MN by Milw Road freight disabled. 
#3(16), with engines 239 & 283 & 12 cars, had to stop 3 times on Raton Pass 
grade to cool engines. At Albuquerque 2 cars for Family Days were removed and 
engine 289 (which had been set off #4(12) due to a hot oe was picked up. 
Train then lost time to Gallup due to MU cables between engines not being 
hooked up; total time lost 104", 
Mudslide on UP east of Portland OR at 11am delayed #26(20) 45". 
#2(19) delayed 165" L.A.-Indio due to CTC failure on entire Colton subdiv. 
of SP after vandals wrapped wire around code line at Gausti CA, 
#49(20) 70" delay 20 miles W of South Bend IN behind CR frt with mech probs, 
#1(21) delay 37" Chicago & 40" Mpls due to missing engine parts. 
#59(22) (engine 326 & 7 cars) engine removed at Carbondale, mech probes ICG 
engine 8320 subbed, ran to Memphis without electric power. Terminated emphis 
& 84 psgrs bused on. Complimentary meals at Memphis, box lunches at Jackson. 
Equipt deadheaded to New Orleans, servicing mail & baggage stops. 
#8(21) delay 80" Belton-Browning MI due to broken rail. ; ; 
#411(22) (SPV 993) delay 87* Hartford CT, low on water; added Conrail engine 
7062 to New Haven, page 9 



2-22 #49(22): engine 489 went beyond Croton-Harmon because unit 344 which was to 
replace it was bad-ordered; delayed 70", 

223 #20(23) (engines 356, 259, 11 cars) had no electric power at Slidell LA; at 
Atlanta, got power thru to first 4 cars (2 baggage, 2 coach); 5'12" late at 
Atlanta; complimentary meals; arrived Washington 4tygn late. 

2-23 Third-rail damage at New York, line #2, 4:35pm; 800 ft of 3rd rail damaged. 
Power back 7pm, Delays: #221, 38"; #152, 27"; #223, 40"; #175, 3"; #227, 18”. 
114 LIRR trains delayed, one annulled; 3 Conrail trains delayed, 

2-25 #48(25) removed baggage-dorm 1616 due to hot box 13 miles west of Erie PA; 
delayed 110°. 

2=25 #352 delayed 115" Kalamazoo, mech probs with engine 297, 
2-26 #94(26) delayed 68" due to Chessie code line failure, tree interfering at 

MP 72 between Providence Forge & Beulah. 
2926 #20(26) (engines 325, 328, 12 cars) mech probs unit 328, lose 98" Green- 

ville-Greensboro, 
2-26 #61(26) 65" delay Deerfield-Northampton, CIC code line failure. 
2-28 #65(28) delay 76", mech probs with Turbo unit 157, 

MISCELLANEOUS UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 
2=14 #19(14) delayed 65" at Kings Mountain NC waiting for wrecker to remove auto 

stuck on crossing. 
2-15 Chicago Symphony Special rain Chicago-Milwaukee and return. 
2016 #5( 15): psgr fell down stairs of car 34072 at Ogden after electric power cut 

off for switching. 
2-17 Philadelphia Orchestra special ran Philadelphia-NY and return. 
2022 Chicago Symphony special ran Chicago-Milwaukee and return. 
2-25 Washington ticket agent assaulted at station entrance, 
2928 The Light Brigade Color Guard was visiting Washington via chartered school 

bus for a competition. The bus broke down and left them stranded with little 
cash. The Mayor's Command Center contacted Amtrak, who arranged ticketing 
for them on train 184(28) to Philadelphia. Amtrak received official thanks 
of Mayor Marion Barr 

228 Passenger on #161(28) clained food poisoning after eating hamecheese sandwich. 

STANDEES ON AMTRAK TRAINS 
DATE TRAIN # STANDEES LOCATION DATE TRAIN # STANDEES LOCATION 
2-14 51 14 leaving Charlottesville 2-17 227 157 leaving Newark 
2-15 170 15 leaving Philadelphia 2-18 227 293 leaving Newark 
2-15 94 280 leaving Baltimore 2-20 351 25 leaving Ann Arbor 
2-15 173 150 leaving New Haven 2-21 94 120 leaving Stamford 
2015 174 40 leaving Baltimore 2-21 = 21 100-120 leaving Joliet 
2-15 96 100 leaving Washington 2-21 351 25 leaving Ann Arbor 
2-15 64 100 leaving Amsterdam NY 2-22 227 97 leaving Newark 
2015 9227 97 Jeaving Newark 2-25 = 227 67 leaving Newark 
2-16 = 173 50 = leaving New Haven 2228 = 352 12 leaving Chicago 
2-16 227 99 leaving Newark 

BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIER 
by Mark J. Adamcik 

t seems that train travel in this country always had an inevitable constant 
like death and taxes: the change of trains at Chicago. This has been the bane 

of rail travelers since day one. 
In its formative years, Amtrak experimented with a Milwaukee-St, Louis run- 

thru schedule called the PRAIRIE STATE, Later on, with the introduction of the 
French-built Turboliners, the ST. CLAIR was scheduled to operate Milwaukee to 
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Detroit. For some inexplicable reason, such run-thru schedules were dropped, 
In this discourse, | am proposing the resumption of run-thru service from the 

Chicago-Carbondale, Chicago-Port Huron, Chicago-Detroit and Chicago-St. Louis 
corridors onto the Chicago-Milwaukee corridor. 

My reasons for choosing the Chicago-Milwaukee corridor are threefold: (1) this corridor has great potential that has not even been tapped; (2) this corridor is 
short and lends itself beautifully to utilizing equipment that would otherwise be 
laying over five to six hours; and (3) this past round of service cuts has liter- 
ally denuded this corridor of high-frequency service. Imagine--an 85-mile long 
corridor connecting two large cities and having only three round trips a day! 

In the hypothetical schedule below, | have tried to keep existing schedules 
the same. The only exceptions were a 30-minute speedup on the Chicago-Detroit 
schedules and removal of some station dwell time from the ANN RUTLEDGE's schedule 
at St, Louis, 

A few important points were considered: First, layover time in Milwaukee was 
charted at no less than one hour and no more than two hours, with the exception of the schedule protected by set number six, which, according to the footnote, 
could be extended to Madison or Green Bay. Secondly, station dwell time in Chi- cago has been kept down to 15 minutes or less, 

Not only would service quantity improve under this plan, but also the quality will improve with the introduction of Amclub service on some trains. First class service is necessary to attract business travelers. 
In summary, may | say that this concept is by no means the only nor the most definitive way for Amtrak to increase service by the better utilization of equip- ment, but it is an idea that | believe should be considered, either in its 

entirety or in part, 
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NOTES: Numbers in circles denote equipment set number and its rotation. 
* Denotes "fill-in" set which can be extended from Milwaukee to Madison or Green 
Bay and return in the same day. page 11 



RIO GRANDE PASSENGER DIRECTOR TALKS TO NARP 

he Rio Grande Railway's Director of Passenger Services, Leonard J. Bernstein, 
addressed the Region X meeting of the National Association of Railroad Pass- 

engers in Denver on March 27. Mr. Bernstein, a Denver native, began his presenta- 
tion recalling visits to Union Station as a child, and some of the famous railroad- 
ing events that took place there, such as the inauguration of the original DENVER 
ZEPHYR which ran between Chicago and Denver on a 12-hour schedule. 

In the late 1930s and early 1940s, Mr. Bernstein's ambition was to be an engin- 
eer, but due to an asthmatic ailment he became a dining car steward instead, in 
1942. He recalled telling passengers at that time "I only missed my calling by 
five cars" (referring to his desire to be an engineer). He recalled that during 
the war years the Dallas-Denver TEXAS ZEPHYR was the most heavily-used train 
operating out of Denver. 

Referring to the inauguration of the CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR, he said that three 
years of work went into the planning and design of the train, from the Chairman of 
the Board down. Mr. Bernstein worked the second trip of the ZEPHYR out of Chicago 
on Mar 21, 1949. Tho no cars were cut in or cut out of the original consist for 
the first two years, eventually "loads that were unreal" caused more cars to be 
added until some summer consists ran with as many as 18 cars. 

Recalling the downturn of traffic on the CZ, Mr. Bernstein stated that as 
losses on the CZ continued to grow, the Western Pacific, which at the time was in 
dire financial straits, approached the ICC for permission to discontinue the 
train. Hearings were held in 1969 and early 1970, and the ICC reluctantly agreed 
to give the WP permission to discontinue the service. Mr. Bernstein recalled that 
the Burlington and the Rio Grande had expected the ICC to allow them to discontin- 
ue their portions of the service and "were surprised" that they were ordered to 
continue the service with an across-the-platform transfer to the CITY OF SAN FRAN- 
CISCO at Ogden. 

Referring to the Rio Grande's original decision not to join Amtrak in 1971, 
Mr. Bernstein said that he didn't have any idea whether Rio Grande was going to 
join until almost the day Amtrak was formed, and recalled the collector's-jtem, 
first Amtrak timetable showing service on the "CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR® via the Rio 
Grande. He stated that Rio Grande's decision not to join Amtrak was made because 
the Rio Grande was "vitally concerned" with its ability to continue to offer fast 
freight service over its single-tracked mainline, and the fact that a daily pass- 
enger train service would severely impair the Rio Grande's ability to compete. 

ee yyy 
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by Charles S. Tubman 

On the current tri-weekly RIO GRANDE ZEPHYR service, Mr. Bernstein had the fol- 
lowing comments: 

eeLosses in 1972 were $1 million as compared to $3 million in 1981. 
--Referring to charges that the Rio Grande was padding the cost of running the 

train, he stated that the only Executive Operating officer whose salary is charged 
to the train is 5% of the Vice President of Traffic, 

--The age of the equipment means parts must be custom-made, and generator re- 
placement is "frequent." 

--The labor costs of operating the train are "staggering." Besides the on- 
board crews (who work only six roundtrips a month), there are many people behind 
the scenes. He mentioned that a dishwasher on the train receives about $2000 a 
month, and that the lowest-paying job on the whole railroad is $85 a day plus a 
35-40% fringe benefit package. 

--Referring to the 1979 attempt by the railroad to cut service back to Denver- 
Grand Junction, Colorado, Mr. Bernstein stated that the ICC's split decision 
stated that the railroad's freight business should be used to subsidize the RGZ. 
He said there are no plans "at this time” to seek discontinuance of the train. 
He went on to say that he personally felt that any attempt to discontinue the 
train at this point would be an "exercise in futility," as the Rio Grande is pre- 
sently turning passengers away, especially between Denver and Glenwood Springs. 
At the time of his talk, the train was sold out on Saturdays for the next six 
weeks, and on Mondays and Thursdays for 14 weeks, At this point the Rio Grande 
is overselling each trip by up to 20% to account for no-shows. He did state 
that they are "doing their utmost to accommodate people by encouraging them to 
come to the station" the morning they wish to travel to see if any space may 
open up. 

--|n reference to the recent national publicity the train has received in the 
Wall Street Journal and on the NBC Today show, he stated that the networks ini- 
tiated the publicity, and because the segments were based out of Salt Lake City, 
the increase in business has been greater on the western end of the trip. He 
went on to note that the Rio Grande has been contacted by National Geographic in 
ere to a "Great Passenger Trains of the World" series they are planning for 
983. 

--About the train's equipment, Mr. Bernstein said that the longest possible 
train consist at present is nine cars, tho eight is actually the maximum, since 

Westbound 
RIO GRANDE 
ZEPHYR at 
Glenwood 
Springs CO, 
crossing the 
Roaring Fork 
River at its 
junction with 
the Colorado 
River. Photo 
by Glenn Lee, 
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one car is left in reserve. He said the Rio Grande's general manager approached 
a railroad car builder about purchasing new equipment. The car builder was agree- 
able but wanted a 50-car minimum order. The railroad spent $180,000 refurbishing 
its recently-purchased ex-Union Pacific diner, but plans to operate it only in the 
summer, as the car lacks adequate storage space. The line has an ongoing refurb- 
ishing program, and if a part is needed, personnel are told to get it. The line 
has also looked at a number of ex-Amtrak cars, but has not found anything that it 
would wish to purchase. He feels the present equipment can run another 20-30 years. 

He does not feel that it is possible to reach anywhere the break-even point 
by raising fares. He said that in order to have the service break even, fares 
would have to be raised substantially. 

--As far as increasing traffic on the western end of the run, he hopes to work 
with travel agents in the Salt Lake area to promote Utah-Colorado trips that would 
leave Salt Lake on Tuesdays and return to that city the following Thursday. He 
mentioned that the Rio Grande has been approached by Amtrak about moving into the 
Salt Lake Union Pacific station, but that the railroad had been involved in the 
process of selling the Rio Grande Salt Lake station to the Utah Historical Society 
at the time and did not wish to jeopardize those talks. Mr. Bernstein stated 
that due to high track construction costs and legal considerations they did not 
foresee a move in with Amtrak in the near future, but would continue to occupy 
one wing of the former Rio Grande depot, 

On some related topics, Mr. Bernstein offered the following observations: 
e-Relations with Amtrak: "I have nothing but the greatest admiration for An- 

trak." He stated that the Rio Grande presently contracts with Amtrak to handle 
ticket sales and baggage in Denver, and that the two lines will sell interline 
tickets between their trains, He categorized relations as "good." 

--Operation of the Denver-Winter Park ski train: He said that the cars which 
were built in 1915 for the Northern Pacific and acquired by the Rio Grande in 
the 1950s, are restricted to 25mph by the Federal Railroad Administration, and 
would have been retired on any other railroad many years ago. The railroad re- 
cently raised the roundtrip fare to $12 and had hoped to break even on the serv- 
ice this year, but that ridership was down this year due to the recession and a 
plentiful supply of cheaper gasoline. The train has sustained a $50,000 loss 
over the past 2-3 years, but he expects it to be running at least next winter. 

--Sale of the Silverton line: The Silverton line had been nildly profitable 
over the past several years, tho an expense such as a bridge washout could have 
destroyed that record, He said the Rio Grande had three major reasons for want- 
ing to sell the line: (1) It was 200 miles away from the nearest other Rio Grande 
property; (2) The image the Silverton line projected was not the one that the 
modern, fast-freight-oriented Rio Grande wanted to the public to have of it; and 
(3) The operation of the line tied up executive personne] who could have been 
used elsewhere. 

He professed the greatest respect for Charles Bradshaw, the new owner, and 
stated that Rio Grande “stands ready to help in any way we can" in the operation 
of the line. 

--Operation of excursion trips via the Royal Gorge: Due to the tight schedul- 
ing of the RIO GRANDE ZEPHYR, the Rio Grande does not have the equipment avail- 
able to run such a trip. He said that no one had ever approached him with a 
serious offer that included the providing of adequate equipment. 

--Conditions for abandonment of the present service: Mr. Bernstein outlined 
two scenarios that could lead to the discontinuance of the present service: 
(1) If the Rio Grande were in a very weak financial condition and could not 
afford to sustain the losses. At present, coal traffic is very good and is 
keeping the railroad in the black. (2) No usage of the train by the general 
public (definitely not a problem at this Saint 

--0n his own future plans: Mr. Bernstein stated that he is "well past" retire- 
ment, but still has a love affair with trains. He said he has been at the Den- 
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ver station "three times a week, 52 weeks a year" to see the RIO GRANDE ZEPHYR 

off and hopes to stay in the picture. He concluded his formal remarks by stat- 
ing: "As long as | have anything to do with it, the service will continue to 
be as good as it has always been.* 

Mixed Train of Thoughts 
AMTRAK'S NATIONAL TIMETABLE, effective Apr 25 thru Oct 30, was distributed 

about two weeks ahead of its effective date thruout the nation, The new time- 

table carries a full-color cover photograph of what is evi- 
dently Glacier Park--a photo taken thru a blue filter, result- 
ing in a mostly blue and purple scene (only one-fourth of the 
cover is seen in the folded-up format pictured here). Inset 
on this scene is a small color photo of a Superliner train 
pulled by engine 314, the same photo used on the cover of the 
Oct 26, 1980-Jan 31, 1981 timetable. This timetable is prin- 
ted in an edition of one million, the same as the previous 
VersiON..coe 

MANY SCHEDULE CHANGES effective Apr 25, with the change 
to Daylight Saving Time, have been reported here previously. 
In addition, there are minor internal schedule adjustments 
for many trains, including the SUNSET, SF ZEPHYR, PIONEER, 

| DESERT WIND, NORTH STAR, CRESCENT, EAGLE, and LAKE SHORE. 
The DESERT WIND's running time is cut 50mins westbound and 
45mins eastbound. The SPIRIT OF CALIFORNIA leaves Sacra- 
mento 30mins earlier. The CRESCENT discontinues its stop 
at Beltway Station. The BROADWAY leaves its end points 35 
mins earlier, while the CAPITOL LTD leaves Washington 45 

mins earlier. The LAKE SHORE adds a stop at Amsterdam NY. The westbound CARDINAL 
adds stops at Newark, North Philadelphia and Aberdeen MD. MONTREALER running 
times are reduced 10mins northbound and 20mins southbound. The ADIRONDACK oper- 
ates an hour later in both directions. The SILVER STAR's running time is in- 
creased by 10mins. The SILVER METEOR's running time is increased 7 mins. The 
PALMETTO's running time is increased Smins southbound and 12mins northbound, and 
Metropark NJ is added as a southbound stop..... 

SHORT DISTANCE TRAINS have a number of changes also. The Empire Service has 
fairly extensive revisions, as does the SAN DIEGAN service. The afternoon train 
Milwaukee-Chicago provides a more convenient connection to the BROADWAY and CAPI- 
TOL LTD and SF 1EP YR. In Pennsylvania, the FORT PITT leaves Pittsburgh 45mins 
earlier, while the PENNSYLVANIAN has a Semin longer running time. The ILLINI 
leaves Decatur 30mins earlier, and leaves Chicago thr, 25mins later. The Detroit 
trains have schedule changes because of track work; schedules will change again 

on Sep 7, Independence MO is added as a stop for all Kansas City-St. Louis 
trains. The MOUNT RAINIER operates 90mins earlier northbound. In the Northeast 
Corridor, a fifth Express Metroliner is added. There are many minor adjustments 
to NEC trains, because of NEC trackwork. Train 195 is discontinued, replaced by 
#157 and_a Clocker. Newark, Delaware is added as an experimental stop for nos. 
184 & 185, No. 185 discontinues its Aberdeen MD stop. All Newport News trains 
have slightly longer running times. And finally, the map in the centerfold 
pages of the timetable has been gone over and corrections made..... 

THE PIONEER LOST its Superliner cafe-lounge and now uses an Amcafe. On Apr 7 
at Salt Lake City the following consist was recorded: engine 215, Heritage sleeper 
2913 “Pacific Garden”, Amcafe 20050, transition coach dorm 39938, and eae 
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coach-baggage 31041. Note that each of the four cars was a representative of a 

different type of car running in the West: Heritage, Anfleet, Hi-level, Super- 

Viner..... 

PROPOSED SUMMER SURCHARGE on basic rail fares, to be effective Apr 25, has been 

rejected by Amtrak. However, other fare increases have been announced for Apr 25, 

and the possibility remains that a surcharge on sleeper room charges could be 

imposed..... 

NEW ORLEANS-BATON ROUGE route has been under consideration for some time by 

Louisiana rail supporters. Three routes are available between those cities: on 

Kansas City Southern, ICG, and MoPac. The KCS refused to let Amtrak run a test 

train on its line, but Amtrak obtained an order from the ICC requiring the rail- 

road to allow the train, and the permission came thru on Apr 20. Doesn't sound 

as if they're exactly welcoming you, Amtrak..... 

THE ADIRONDACK RAILWAY owned 20 old passenger cars which it had operated on 
the route between Utica and Lake Placid NY. These were put up for sale at an 
auction on Mar 27, as noted last issue. Some of the railway's equipment is seen 
in the above photo by Peter Bretz..... 

«& & 

"SPIRIT OF AMERICA*® was the name of a special train operated by Amtrak Apr 4 
for the 176 winning salesmen of "Old Grandad" for National Distilleries. The 
salesmen showed up at Chicago's Union Station that Sunday, each wearing a striped 
engineer's hat with the distillery's logo on the front. The train left at 6:30pm 
for Lexington KY, following the route of the HOOSIER STATE. It arrived in Lexing- 
ton at 11:05am Monday morning, then deadheaded back to Chicago, arriving there at 
6:10am on Apr 6, Consist of the train was as follows: engines 313 and 256; Super- 
liners sleepers 32056, 32017 and 32055; diners 38029 & 38001; cafe-lounge 33001; 
Hi-level transition coach-dorm car 39907, Heritage sleepers 2439 "Pacific Lodge", 
2885, 2891, 2435 "Pacific Meadow", and 2444 "Magnolia Grove". The train had 
special menus printed for the occasion. The dinner menu of Apr 4 went as follows: 
Relish Tray: Celery hearts, Ripe olives, Queen olives; Appetizer: Canadian cheese 
soup, Kentucky spring salad, Assorted fresh greens, Tomatoes, Croutons, Choice of 
dressing; Entrees: Prime rib au jus with horseradish sauce (Grand dad cut 16 oz., 
Grandson cut 10 0z.), Baked potato, Sour cream/bacon bits, Broccoli with Holland- 
aise sauce; Desserts: Ice crean, Cheesecake, Apple pie; Beverages: Coffee, lea, 
Milk; Wines: Almaden - Burgundy, Rose, Chablis. The breakfast menu of Apr 5 
offered fresh eggs cooked to order, with bacon or sausage, toast or muffins, etc... 

THE FLORIDA LEGISLATURE on Apr 11 appropriated $900,000 for a 403-b train to 
run Miami-Tampa, The amount is just half of the $1.8 million the state DOT had 
sought. A Sep 1982 startup date had been selected, and now it appears that the 
state will try for a Jan 1983 startup in hopes that once it is running, the leg- 
islature will come up next year with enough money to continue it. The state DOT 
is preparing a revised 403-b proposal to Amtrak, and final word should be back 
in early May. The funds were to include feeder bus connections at Niami, Winter 
Haven and Tampa. Florida's fiscal year starts July 1, and the funds are for the 
next (1983) fiscal year..... 
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SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL MEETING of NARP was held in Orlando FL the first weekend 
of April, Amtrak's Clark Tyler addressed the group of rail supporters, and high 
on the list of topics discussed was the proposed Miami-Tampa 403-b train. The 
service is planned for one daily roundtrip, a 5-hour run, at a fare of $35 one 
way. About 60 members attended the meeting..... 

HIGH-SPEED BULLET TRAIN study in Florida begins and May and will take 6 months, 
according to an announcement from Gov. Bob Graham on Apr 8. A group called the 
Florida High Speed Rail Committee, headed by Tampa businessman John Parke Wright, 
supports the proposed project. The Japanese Railway Technical Corp. engineers 
who studied the SAN DIEGAN line, will take part in this second U.S, study of the 
feasibility of introducing the trains to Florida. Like the California study, 
Amtrak will join in, and the financing is by private funds. Several potential 
routes will be examined between Pensacola and Miami, including Tampa-Orlando- 
Niani. (The proposed Miami-Tampa 403-b train is considered a stopgap service 
until bullet train service is available)..... 

+ & & 

THE SILVER STAR gets a NY-Miami slubercoach effective Apr 25. Passengers to 
St. Petersburg can also use it north of Kissimmee, changing to coach south of 
that station. The CAPITOL LIMITED is also scheduled to get slumbercoach service 
starting May 26...0. 

STATE OF MISSOURI voted on Apr 6 against permitting heavier trucks on its high- 
ways. MOKSRAIL, the Missouri-Kansas Rail Passenger Coalition, had joined the 
fight against bigger trucks, to help support better railroads..... 

THE WORLD'S FAIR is coming to New Orleans in 1984, and officials there are pre- 
paring for transporting crowds of people. World's Fair officials are reported con- 
sidering Budd SPV-2000 railcars to connect Baton Rouge and the New Orleans train 
station and airport. New Orleans is "two blocks" from the World's Fair site. The 
states of Bississiag and Louisiana have been forming a RAPS AM YG ie 
Rapid Rail Transit Compact" to promote a restoration of the GULF WIND between New 
Orleans and Mobile. Amtrak has reportedly agreed to do a marketing analysis of 
the route, starting this summer..... 

CHICAGO-DUBUQUE EXCURSIONS on two weekends this summer are being arranged by 
Joe Wachtel of Dubuque, owner of Sundown Ski Area near there. Excursion passengers 
would buy a 2-day package including a riverboat cruise and local tours. Mr. Wach- 
tel, and avidaatle many others in Babecnibe lament the loss of the BLACK HAWK, and 
its demise on poor train performance--a bad on-time record--and poorly located 
stations..... * & & 

DOT SECRETARY LEWIS told Modern Railroads in an interview in their Apr issue 
that "The editorial writers love to comment that we are breaking up Amtrak, but 
1 will tell you, the public is getting fed up with the idea that every Amtrak 
passenae gets a subsidy, | guess outside the Northeast Corridor, averaging 
about $70 a ticket." He said, "We are trying to face up to the touch decisions 
on Amtrak; and the bottom line, | think, isa more corridor-oriented system with 
perhaps one or two cross-country lines." About the CARDINAL, he commented, "| 
know your railroad buffs love the idea of a train going from Washington to Cinci- 
nnati but no one travels on it..."..... 

CITY OF NEW ORLEANS got new menus in April. The lunch/dinner menu offers two 
entree selections: Beef maison ($6.50) or Roast turkey breast ($4.75). There is 
also a $3.95 "Dollar saver" which varies from trip to trip. There are four types 
of sandwiches, priced from $1.25 to $2.25, desserts of apple pie or cheese cake 
and the usual beverages.. The breakfast menu features "The day's omelet® ($3.95) 
or "Other selection" ($3.95). There are also an English muffin with Canadian 
bacon, egg and cheese ($1.85) and Danish pastry or doughnuts..... 

THE HERMANN MAIFEST in Hermann, Missouri on May 15 and 16 will. be served by an 
extra Amtrak train, #3982399 running St. Louis-Hermann, which is between Kirkwood 
and Jefferson City. The all-reserved train leaves St. Louis at 2pm and leaves 
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Hermann at Spm. The other two trains on the route will also stop at Hermann on 

those days. Passengers boarding train 398 in Hermann must check in 30 minutes 

before boarding time..... 

DETROIT-WINDSOR CONNECTION described here in a recent issue will no longer be 

possible after Apr 24, as train 351 will operate 45mins later..... 

NORMAL, ILLINOIS" WEEKEND service is now in effect, with train 21 stopping at 

7:20pm Sunday and train 304 at 6:24pm Friday. On Apr 9, about 30 students 

were counted boarding #304..... 
AMTRAK FOOD SERVICE seems to be steadily reduced. The BLUE WATER no longer 

provides service east of Flint, and the LAKE CITIES not south of Detroit..... 

GARY, INDIANA STOP listed for the CARDINAL is not the old Gary station shared 

by B&O and NYC ( the ruins of which still stand), but a new stop on Lake Street 
at the east end of Gary. The Hammond IN station was having its walls and roof 

built when one traveler checked it out earlier in April... 

& & & 

CONRAIL TRACK CHANGES have forced a reorganization of service in northwestern 

Indiana. The ex-PRR line has been virtually abandoned between Lake Junction (the 

PRR-NYC transfer built by Penn Central in 1968) and Clarke Junction, a connection 
between PRR and B&OcT This means the BROADWAY and the Valparaiso trains travel 

on the ex-NYC between these points, and new stations have been constructed for 

Whiting and Indiana Harbor on this line, At Pine Junction, the connection between 

NYC and B&OCT (where the CARDINAL enters B&0 tracks), the PRR-line trains verge 
south to Clarke Junction..... 

EASTERN SHORE RAMBLE was an excursion offered roundtrip each day on Apr 17 & 18 

by NRHS and the Railroad Enthusiasts between Easton MD and Clayton DE on the Nary- 

land and Delaware RR, Information on this arrived to late for inclusion in Rail 

Fantrips. Two special private cars were used on the runs: heavyweight par] or- 

lounge "Defender® and ex-BkO obs-lounge 3302 "Edward G. Hooper"... 

& & & 
THE WATERGATE TAPES supposedly revealed that at one time Ehrlichmann told Pres- 

ident Nixon that Amtrak had been designed to fail. The reference to this disclo- 
sure is needed, and anyone knowing the reference to it--having seen it in print, 
possibly in an earlier issue of RIN (we can't find it) is asked to contact Mr. Bob 
Casey of ORTA at 30 East Broad St, Columbus OH 43215; telephone (614) 466-5480; or 
write to RIN..... 

THE ALASKA RAILROAD may be turned over to the state of Alaska. The federal DOT 
wants to give it away to the state, and chances are good that this will happen. 
Meanwhile, the state is awaiting the outcome of a $2.5 million route study of a 
possible eastward connection of the railroad to Canadian lines..... 

GOLDEN SPIKE AWARD was presented by George Falcon on behalf of NARP and Citizens 
for Rail California to C. Carroll Carter, publisher/editor of Mass Transit, at the 
1982 mass transit show and conference in L.A. Apr 5-8..... 

CHEYENNE RAIL SUPPORTERS are mounting a campaign to get Amtrak to run the train 
(the SF ZEPHYR) thru that Wyoming city again..... 

RENO, NEVADA SERVICE is inadequate, argues reader Richard R. Wilhelm and other 
supporters who would like to see the SPIRIT OF CALIFORNIA extended to Reno..... 

THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN'S 12,000 UTU members went on strike on Apr 13, shut- 
ting down the 25-state system before obeying an order to return to work. Appar- 
ently the only Amtrak service affected by the brief strike was the NORTH STAR, 
which was annulled. BN commuter service in Chicago was shut down, and buses were 
put into service for stranded commuters..... SPECIAL PRESS TRAIN will run Sacra 
mento-Chico CA Apr 23... MCCLOUD RIVER RAILROAD has steam excursion 5/8; phone 916- 
SORA Peis News in this issue is updated thru Apr 21, 1982, 
page 
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HIGH-SPEED RAIL TRAVEL ( continued from page 6) 

In the twilight of his career he became a 
railroader, and he taught New York to do the 
same. When he died 10 years later he was the 
richest man in America. He left his family 

$105 million and he left his state an empire. 

Ohio and four of its neighbor states are 
emulating Commodore Vanderbilt. With the 
states of Pennsylvania, Michigan, I|1linois 
and Indiana, we have formed a compact, to 
Promote the new technology of high speed 
trains which we believe will ultimately be 
available everywhere between Chicago and 
Philadelphia. 

Ohio has been working for several years on a 
$5.7 billion program to connect our cities 
with high speed trains, by which | mean trains 
that run at 160 miles per hour. 

When the system is completed, a traveler in 
Cleveland, for example, will be able to catch 
a train at the Terminal Tower on the hour, 
buy a ticket at a computer terminal, board a 
sexy, comfortable all-electric train, have 
breakfast, read the paper, and be in Columbus 
in 75 minutes. 

The project comes at a time when the boost 
it will give the state is vital. Ohio has 
been losing jobs and industry for more than 
a decade. 

Ohio's major manufacturing industries are 
transportation, primary metals, fabricated 
metals, electrical machinery and 
nonelectrical machinery. All five of these 

industries, and many more, will be involved. 
Consider what occurred in Japan. 

Lightweight, streamlined trains similar to 
the French TGV or Japan's famed intercity 
Bullet trains will carry passsengers, nearly 
nine million of them, on more than one billion 
passenger miles of travel annually. 

Ohio's trains will run on dedicated, 
continuous welded rails. Separated road and 
rail grade crossings and fencing will keep 
autos, people and freight trains away from 
ORTA's speeding trains, just as the 
interstate highways are protected. 

Service will be first class. Comfort, along 
with frequency of service, and dependability 
are key factors in attracting ridership to 
high speed trains. 

In Japan since 1964 more than one and a half 
billion passengers have chosen the Bullet 
trains over other possible modes. of 
transportation. The energy savings have been 
incalculable. But two other facts are more 
arresting. 

In the same span of time, 800,000 Americans 
have died in highway accidents and millions 
more have been injured. Not a single 
passenger injury or fatality has occurred on 
Japan's Shinkansen line. Not one. 

Ohio's system will be electrified, and thus 
independent of imported oi]. The state has 

vast coal fields, and our utilities can meet 
the electrical needs of a high speed railroad 
with ease. 

Our trains will link Cleveland, Columbus and 
Cincinnati, the 3C Corridor. A second line 
will connect Toledo, Cleveland and 
Youngstown across the northern part of the 
state. More than 65 percent of Ohio's 
population of ten million people live within 
30 miles of these corridors, We also plan 

connections to Detroit in the North and 
Pittehurah in the East. 

Construction of the 247 mi. Sanyo Shinkansen 
line meant the following to that country's 
economy: 219 primary contractors, 500 
subcontractors and 550 manufacturing 
companies were engaged to handle the civil 
engineering and track work; 346 primary 

contractors, 500 subcontractors and 1,500 
manufacturers were needed for the electrical 
works 23 primary contractors and 500 
subcontractors manufacutred the rolling 
stock. The project consumed 286,000,000 
cubic feet of concrete, 2,450,000 tons of 
cement, 279,000,000 cubic feet of aggregate, 
580,000 tons of steel and Iron and 8,903,000 
KWH of electricity. Ohio's plans call for a 
complete system of 547 miles. 

Ouring the 15 year construction life of 
ORTA's initial project, 46,000 work years of 
Jobs, involving more than 8,000 direct 
employees, will be created. When the 
multiplier effect works its way through the 
economy, job creation will swell to 150,000 
work years. The estimated $5.7 billion 
construction cost will result In $20 billion 
in total economic impact. These numbers 
don't take into account the 2,700 permanent 
employees it will take to run the completed 
system. 

Unlike Amtrak trains, which run across Ohio 
In an east/west pattern, ORTA's trains will 
move north/south, linking our great cities. 
We feel our corridors are among the most 
viable in America. 

On the subject of corridors, the major 
difference between Ohio's position and that 
of the Emerging Corridors Study is that Ohio 
is looking at the needs of its populace in 
an overall transportation system and not that 
of just "what will it cost for rail service." 
Where would our Interstate highway system be 
today if it were costed out on return-on- 
Investment? 
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Further dissimilarities between concepts 

occur in the operational environment as 

evolved by Ohio and those advocated by 

Amtrak. Ohio looked at travel specifics 

between city centers as to the populace to 

be served, what is their present 

transportation mode, what is their access, 

what will be their access to rail, what 

transportation mix will be needed for this 

access. In’.general terms, who wants to go 
where, and when do they wish to arrive and 

depart. From this we tailored our schedules 
and corridors to meet people needs, not just 

arbitrarily assigning 3 or 6 round trips per 

day as was done in the Emerging Corridors 

Study. 

This tailoring of schedules gave us more 
realistic patronage figures as well as a more 
In-depth view of the transportation needs of 

the populace. It also, raised the question: 
"Can existing trackage support the needed 
schedule as to performance and safety?" The 
answer to both became an emphatic NO! 

Much of the existing trackage on our 
Cleveland-Columbus-Cincinnati corridor is 
now at or near capacity with freight 
operations. Passenger operations could not 
be scheduled or hope to maintain reasonable 
times under these conditions. If this is so 
on this corridor, what of the rest? The 
entire Emerging Corridor Study is flawed in 
this respect. 

For this reason and for the paramount issue 
of safety, Ohio opted for dedicated right- 
of-way for its proposed system. For 

operational capability, maintenance cost, 
scheduling and maintaining the schedule, 
signaling conflicts, design criteria and 
safety, the dedicated right-of-way for 
exclusive passenger train movements Is 
superior and more economical in the long run. 

We find it hard to understand the Emerging 
Corridors rational for offering the people 
of the U.S. antiquated, obsolete service at 
speeds up to only 79 mph. America had this 
or better in the 1930's and 40's! It's time 
we turn to the future and join the rest of 
the world in the matter of passenger rail 
transportation. 

Other states, including California, Florida 
and Nevada have expressed keen interest in 
Ohio's plans. It is with this background 
that | wish to strongly endorse H.R. 4028, 
with one reservation. 

Instead of Amtrak jurisdiction, a small 
commission should be established to 
administer the Rail Passenger Systems 
Program. States and groups of states should 
be encouraged to form authorities, which 
would build the needed system of high speed 
trains. Hopefully, there would be Federal 
encouragement in the form of loan 
guarantees,tax advantages, technical advice 

and other support. The states can do the job 
just as they built the Interstate highways. 
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We do not need an Amtrak bureauracy in 
Washington directing the effort. 

This is not to Say that the just-announced 
American High Speed Rail Corporation is not 

welcome. As the pioneer in this field, Ohio 

is pleased to see this new company formed. 

If it is truly independent of Amtrak, it will 
have a greater chance for success. I{t must 
be completely divorced from the image of a 
train system that is often inadequate, slow, 
unreliable and controlled by an insensitive 

bloated bureauracy in Washington. The 

announcement that this new enterprise will 

be privately financed underscores the belief 

=- long held in Ohio -= that high speed trains 

will be profitable. Frankly, Amtrak is not 

in the same league with the European and 

Japanese systems and its involvment could be 

a "chilling factor’ in the development of 

high speed trains. 

America needs a rational transportation 

system. We must conserve precious petroleum 

for our local trips--to work, to the store, 

to school, to football games--within a 50 

mile radius of our homes. To go long 

distances, most people prefer to fly. 

But, in between, from 50 to about 500 miles, 

high speed trains are needed. That's what | 

mean by a rational transportation policy, @ 

system of highways, fast trains and aircraft, 

carefully orchestrated. 

Therefore, | urge the Congress not only to 

enact H.B. 4028 sans Amtrak, but also to 

encourage development of an integrated 
transportation system, i.e., automobiles for 
"local'' use, high speed electrified trains 
for up to 500 miles, and aircraft restricted 
to longer distance trips (after trains are 

in place). 

Like Congressman Henry S. Reuss, | believe 

we can put the next generation to work making 

rail equipment, provide a balanced 

transportation system, and re-industrialize 

our nation -- all by this one bold stroke! 

As he stated, ''we can have an American 

revival, based on the revitalization of our 

railroads." 

We cannot look to a new Commodore Vanderbilt 

today, because the magnitude of the problem 

and its solution indicate the need for 

government support, although that is not to 

say that the private sector should not also 

be involved in financing high speed systems. 

In fact, the private sector must be involved. 

We need the advanced technology now in use 

in other countries, we need mobility for our 

people and we need a program for the re- 

industrialization of America. 

Professor Martin of Harvard put it well when 

he said that If we do not build high speed 

train systems, we will not miss them. What 
we will miss is a revitalized, diversified 
American industrial society in the Northeast 
and a Sunbelt that will escape similar 

problems now looming over it. Like Commodore 
Vanderbilt, we must learn to be rail roaders- 
-this time, high speed, electrified 
railroaders. 

CARS & CONSISTS 
*SPIRIT OF CALIFORNIA, train 18, 

Oakland Apr 8: engine 239 (on at Oak- 
Fland); cars 1127, 2991 "Beatrice V. 
MacDonald", 2984 "Pine Cavern", 20222, 
21804, 21876. 

*CITY OF NEW ORLEANS, train 58, New 
Orleans Apr 12: engine 335; cars 1265, 

@ 2911 "Pacific Forest", 28304, 4611, 
21881, 21223, 21153. 

*UP Special, Junior Old Timers’ Train, 
Salt Lake City, eastbd, Apr 7: engines 
9002, 9005, 9004, 9001 (GP40Xs); cars 
steam generator dorms 301, 304, 1609 
"Sun Ridge", 1610 "Sun Skies" (slprs) 
5472, 5486, 5484, 5473, 5475 (coaches) , 
6203 buffet lounge, 5716 baggage-bar, 
4806 diner, 5000 (2), 4000 (lunch coun- 
ter), 6206 buffet lounge, dome 7006 coach, 
5480, 5483, 5468, 5474, 5482 ceaches, 

*CARDINAL, train 51, Mar 21: engine 
381; cars 1377, 4710, 4741, 4619, 28003 
(D.C.-Chicago), 4623, 4709, 4742, 2448, 
21018 (NY-Chicago), 21105 (NY-Charlottes- 

ville). (Coach load south of 
RAILROAD GUIDEBOOK Alexandria, about 400.) 

SHASTA ROUTE AND COAST LINE, 1916 |, oe 
hrdbd, 146pp, 22 maps, 45 illustry [2 onl ian te ghey ge sa 

$25. Moneyback guarantee. D.HOLMES ATSF 5021 (S040-2),, Atk 250, 

11 Cresta Blanca,Orinda,CA 94563 

Sleeper "Beatrice V. MacDonald"on the 
SPIRIT OF CALIFORNIA at Oakland, Apr 8. 
RTN photo. 

OLD MAP KIT 
Consisting of Old State and Railroad 
maps 70-110 years old. Alf States. 

Some old County maps. 
catalog. 

The Northern Map Co. 
Dept.RT Dunnellon, FL 32630. 

Stamp for 

243 (engine trouble); cars 
1155, 1255, 39930, 31025 
39962, 34069, 34025, 36000, 
gas 32009. 

QUOTES OF THE WEEK*** 

"The spring snowstorm that socked most of the country the other day forced 
New York's LaGuardia Airport to shut down shuttle flights to and from Washington, 
ae Mee ah stop si Secretary Donald Regan from visiting his old Wall 

eet haunts, however. Mr. Regan and five bri i i ; » tak ee gan and five briefcase carriers paid $32 each fo 

"Thing was, the Regan party took over an entire 88-seat car for themselv 
This didn't sit too well with the hundreds of other people knocked otf the ar 
Ne and desperate for transport to the Big Apple. They let Amtrak know about 
it, too. 

"Mr. Regan's party insisted that the Secret Service wanted His Eminence secune 
for safety purposes, That was the only reason for the private car. After Antrak 
pointed out how many taxpaying voters were blowing hot smoke out their nostrils 
in outrage at Mr. Regan's treatment of the tax-supported Amtrak as though it were 
a private sedan chair, the Treasury Secretary saw the light. His private car was 
opened to the other public passengers somewhere north of Baltimore. 

_"Supply-side economics, Regan-Reagan style, trickles down on riders of the 
railroad, after a fashion. Donald Regan--man of the people, No wender the Secret 
Service feared for his safety..." 

o-Miami Herald editorial, Apr 10. page 21 



RAIL FANTRIPS 
Jun 19: "Dedication Special", double-header steam on Sierra RR--1st such train 
since Dec 31, 1979; officials ride to Jamestown to dedicate monument. Limit 300. 
$50 donation. FSRR Railtown His Monument Fund, Box 563, Groveland CA 95321. 

Jun 26: "The Canadian West" 10-day tour, Prince Rupert, Edmonton, Calgary, Banff, 
Vancouver, Victoria. FromL.A., S.F. or Vancouver. $1050 up. $100 deposit to: 
John Plytnick, Bay Area Elec. RR Assn, PO Box 3694, San Francisco CA 94119. 
May 1-2: Grand Railway Cavalcade at California Railway Museum; special displays 
raat: ‘1an-5pm. $5, $3 youth or senior. At Rio Vista, CA, Info: (415) 
673-654 
Jul 4-10: Ohio River Cruise aboard the Delta Queen, Cincinnati-Pittsburgh; bus 
from St. Louis. $894 up. Amer. Assn of Rai lroaders, 3422 Osage St, St. Louis 
MO 63118. Phone 75263148, Incl BROADWAY LTD & ANN RUTLEDGE return to St. Louis. 

Jul 9-12: Sacramento River train & boat excursion, from Southern Calif. Incl Cal 
State RR Museum. $190 up, $50 deposit, final pmt Jun 10. Pacific RR Society, 
PO Box 2768, Riverside CA 92516-2768. Phone 714-684-7458 afternoons. 

Jun 30, Jul 27, Aug 24: Visit San Juan Capistrano plus patio dinner party. SAN 
DIEGAN from & to L.A., tour mission, patio buffet dinner, Lv 1:50, back 10:25pm. 
$33. Pacific RR Society, PO Box 2768, Riverside CA Be: (714) 684-7458. 

One Rail Fantrips listing is free. Send full info 
RAIL TRAVEL NEWS, Fantrips Dept, PO Box 9007, ite CA 94709. 

EXPRESS ADS 
VIA RAIL CANADA, AMTRAK, EURAIL PASS, 20 CENTURY RAIL TOURS - tickets and 
reservations - WE KNOW HOW! One call does it all. Pay by credit card or check, 
Tickets mailed directly to you. Contact GREAT WESTERN TOURS, masters of rail 

i travel, Sheraton Palace Hotel, Suite 900, San Francisco 94105, (415) 398-2994. 

DINING CAR CHINA, glasses, silver, cloth. Timetables, guides, stationery, rules, 
metal & Pullman items, annual reports. Many railroads. Long stamped envelope 
brings list. J. McClellan, 1752 S. Wichita, Wichita, KS 67213. Will buy items, 

Did you know about the Port Jeffersonian? This chartered train operates 
on Saturday, April 24%, and is sponsored by The Railroad Enthusiasts - New 
York Division, For information on this, and many other trips in the metro- 
politan New York area, send your name and address, with SASE, to RRE, Box 
A-1353, G.C. Sta., New York, NY 10017. Isn't it time YOU had some fun, too? 

RAILROAD CLOTH EMBLEMS, Over 400 different types. Send $2.00 for three samples 
and list. Joseph F. Lajoie, P. 0. Box 3, Methuen, Mass. 01844, 

GOING TO EUROPE? Be sure to take the new, practical TRAIN GUIDE EUROPE, 1.G.£. 
shows the way to what you need in 5/ stations, makes travel simple on 15 national 
railways. Full details about trains, classes, tickets, stopovers, discounts, res- 
ervations, sit buses & ferries. Travel vocabularies in 11 languages. U.S. 
$7.90, Canada $8.90, postage incl. Order from INTERTRAIN, 72 MacDonald Street, 
Ottawa, Canada K2P 1H6. 

TROLLEY TRAILS BOOKS - Vol. 10: Council Bluffs, 1A; "A Ride on Yakima Interurban 
Trolley” by Keith Haney; Oddities in Traction lexperinents leading to the trolley) 
Vignettes and maps: San Jose, Stockton, Bakersfield, Salt Lake, Duluth, Phoenix; 
Corrections & Add'ns. to previous volumes, by our readers; Portland's Banfield 
Project - map, picture, specs. of Bombardier LRVs; Future of Elec, Rwy in U.S,; 
Future of the juicefan. All for $6 postpaid. Back issues Ae each (except #9= $8}, 
Moneyback guarantee. Wilson Bros., Box 712rtn, Yaki 98907. 

RTN ADVERTISING RATES: Express Ads $1 per line of 80 spaces. Display ads: only 
$1.25 per square inch. RAIL TRAVEL Nels, Box 9007, Berkeley CA 947 ib9. 

KRUGERRANDS and 

MAPLE LEAFS 
STORE SURPLUS ASSETS IN GOLD 
12 commission at all tines. 

Phone (303) 387-5336 
Experienced, Dependable 
The Alma House 

Carl loucks 
.... Selling Railroad Timetables 

Employee Timetables, Public Timetables, 
Brochures, Guides, Postcards, Tickets, a 
full line of transporation paper items. New 
catalogue issued monthly. Stamped Self 
Addressed Envelope for latest list and 

specials. 

199 Wayland St., Hamden, Ct. 06518 

Ted and Sylvia Blishak, owners of 
Accent on Travel, are frequent 
RIN contributors. 

Accent on Travel holds Amtrak's 
“Golden Spike Award" for high 
ticket sales. 

DON'T DIAL AMTRAK! Dial Ted and Sylvia Blishak at (415) 326-7331 
for your reservations and AVOID BUSY SIGNALS AND "HOLDS"! Low fares 
for families, handicapped travelers, senior citizens. We also sell 
Britrail and Eurail passes, cruises, and air tickets, 
Call "The Railfans" at Accent on irae: 1030 Curtis Street, 
Menlo Park, California 94025. (415) 326-7331, 

GRAND EXCURSION 

Nevada Northern Rwy 
Saturday and Sunday, May 29 & 30, 1982 

Nevada's Last Historic Shortline 

¢ Connecting buses from Ogden and Salt Lake City 
@ Optional Amtrak package from San Francisco 

and Los Angeles areas 

GREAT WESTERN TOURS 
P.O. Box 77234 

San Francisco, CA 94107-0234 
(415) 398-2994 
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